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Sofitel opens a new heavenly hotel in Bali
Sofitel continues to expand its luxury network across Asia. On December 20th 2013, the brand launched a new Indonesian
property, Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort, a unique holiday retreat for business travelers and families with world-class
facilities, combining French flair and warm Balinese hospitality and rich culture.
“Sofitel is renowned for French luxury and sophistication and with the opening of Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua, we’re proud to introduce our
signature French elegance and ‘cousu main’ tailor-made service to Indonesia”, commented hotel GM, Goran Aleks. “This much-anticipated
hotel brings all the key elements of a premium international beachfront resort to one of the world’s most soughtafter destinations.”

The hotel boasts 415 guestrooms, including 17 private villas, 22 Prestige Suites and 376 Luxury Rooms, decorated by internationally
acclaimed interior designers, Wilson Associates. All guestrooms feature the brand’s signature MyBed, plush amenities and high tech
fittings including complimentary broadband internet access. The resort offers an eclectic set of dining options with three restaurants, two
bars and a club lounge.
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Inspired by a ‘food market’ dining concept KWEE ZEEN serves a Pan Asian menu, CCC (Cut Catch Cucina) offers steakhouse, Italian
Osteria and fresh Sea Grill, while l’Artisan serves classic Indonesian favorites including satay grills.

Inspired by a ‘food market’ dining concept KWEE ZEEN serves a Pan Asian Guests can choose from LE BAR, the OH Pool Bar and the
CLUB N5 Beach Club Lounge, all with distinctive views. In this oasis of wellbeing, guests can rejuvenate in style, relax and chill beside the
gorgeous beachfront pool, get active at the SoFIT state-of-the-art fitness centre, or revitalize at the SoSPA. Sofitel Bali Kids Club is packed
with fun facilities and adventures. The hotel offers Sofitel’s hallmark InspiredMeetings concept with the latest conference technology and
some of the largest meetings facilities in Bali, with a Grand Ballroom that can accommodate up to 600 people.
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